Presence in Southeast Asia

- 11 RC/RC National Societies in South-East Asia (incl. Timor Leste) with country wide networks
- Auxiliaries to national governments (cooperation with NDMOs and Education authorities)
- From local to global: the IFRC Secretariat is supporting and representing National Societies
Youth Volunteering in Southeast Asia National Societies

Approximately 4.6 million youth volunteer aged 12 to 29 are registered under our Southeast Asia Red Cross and Red Crescent National Societies.
Challenges...

- School safety activities are often based on **short-term projects**
- They often focus on a **specific sector** (DM, DRR health, first aid, WatSan, Road Safety, youths development…) and are not integrated
- **Knowledge** about policies and tools is often not systematically shared.
- **Data** about the interventions is not available in a single report
Why the need for a mapping of our initiatives?

- To enhance **knowledge and information sharing** within and among National Societies
- To **profile** the work of National Societies in School Safety
- To support **technical advocacy** towards our partners (ASEAN, governments, NGOs, UN agencies…), influencing policies and tools and mobilizing new resources
- To **be accountable** to governments and partners about our contribution to their frameworks and plans
School Safety mapping *access the data*

- **Objective**: document existing Red Cross Red Crescent engagement in schools across ASEAN countries
- Data collection by youth volunteers in each country
- Mapping based on the Comprehensive School Safety Framework
- National snapshots and overall publication for the 10 countries
Together for humanity